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It is with great regret that I cannot be with you, here
today, to express in person my solidarity with the
people of Japan and call for the shut down of all
nuclear plants across the planet.

The Fukushima nuclear disaster, whose end is not in
sight, is something none of us can afford to ignore. It
is a matter of time before the winds and sea currents
bring to us the  caesium and plutonium that now and for
indefinite number of months to come will be released
into the air and coastal waters of Japan. Equally
worrisome have been the response of the Japanese
government and our government as well to it. In the
face of the meltdown of three nuclear reactors, the
Japanese authorities have refused to evacuate the
people affected except in the immediate vicinity of the
plants. They have urged the population to continue to
consume vegetables produced near Fukushima, arguing it
is a patriotic act. They have raised by 20 times the
amount of radiation deemed acceptable by health
standards. In recent days, they have even forbidden
mothers from directly monitoring radiation levels at
the children’s schools stating it is a job for experts.

We protest this blatant disregard for the wellbeing of
the population in the Fukushima area who must now live
with the anguish of knowing that all they touch and
breath may be contaminated. But has our government
fared better? 

Fast on the heels of reports testifying to the
immensity of the catastrophe have come the reassurances
that nuclear power is here to stay, that no
alternatives exist to it, and disaster can be a
learning experience. Nothing, it seems, can dissuade
this government from its decision to contribute –with
30 billion dollars-- to the planned proliferation of
nuclear plants in this country. Our economy –we are
told— depends on it –whatever the cost for our lives.

But we know this is far from the truth. An electoral
set back was sufficient to convince Angela Merkel to
announce the closures of all nuclear plants within the
next three years in Germany –as people there,
immediately after the news of the Fukushima explosion
circulated, went to the streets, and later, through



their votes, made it clear that they would no longer
accept to live with the threat nuclear catastrophe over
their heads.

We need to send the same message, building a strong
movement capable of standing up to the nuclear industry
and the cohorts of politicians whose electoral
campaigns depend on it. Meanwhile let us put pressure
on the Japanese government and the nuclear industry,
which is responsible for the disaster, to force them to
do what they should have done immediately after the
reactors’ explosions.

• Evacuate all the people in the areas affected.
• Provide day to day reliable information,

gathered by independent monitors and widely
distributed to the population

• Cover all health related expenses. 
• Compensate people for the houses they must

vacate, the jobs and income lost, the parks
and gardens turned forever into wastelands.

In conclusion, our thoughts should go especially to the
women of Japan who, we are told, are those who are most
strongly opposed to the government propaganda about
patriotism and sacrifice. We understand they are
struggling to resist this suicidal logic, which demands
their families consume radioactive products to show the
world that all is well in this country and a nuclear
disaster is something we can live with. Their struggle
is our struggle and their resistance needs our support.


